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PREVIOUSLY...
Guided by the slave girl Helga, Sigrid made her way to the Rhund camp to
assassinate Aarek, unaware that he had bonded with the alien parasite Slarpax
to become The Spider King. Easily defeated by the monstrous tyrant, Sigrid
was stripped of her newly acquired alien weapons. Among her belongings,
The Spider King found a spaceship master control key that Sigrid had been
wearing as a necklace. The jewel led the King and his mutated army back to
Sigrid’s homeland of Jorduna, and the impenetrable Lombard fortress.
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Jorduna.
Territory of the
Lombard Clan.

Come on then,
you fucking
butchers.

Prove your
worth to the
heathen god
that made
you.

There
is no god
but me

make your
peace with
the Spider
King

And
then
die

I have no
surrender
in me.
so
Do your
worst...

...because
I certainly
will.
Stirring
last words,
sister. Befitting
a warrior.
The
great halls
of Valhalla
must be full of
brave Lombard
women...

…but Valhalla
can wait.

nnrf!

YAH!

sqrk!

into the
forest!
Go!

Get as
far from
this Hel as
you can.

Still
no sign of
Sigrid.
or her
corpse.

Which isn’t the
worst possible
scenario.

The Spider
King might have
transformed her
into one of these
creatures.
Sigrid?
Submit to
a man?

it’s for
the best that
she doesn’t see
her homeland in
such a state.
The Rhund
have sacked
every village
and farm in
the valley…

Unfuckinglikely.

Those
walls might
have repelled
invaders in
the past...
...but
Jorduna has
never seen
an invasion
force like this
before.
And you
have?

…and
they’ve taken
the Lombard
fortress,
which I didn’t
think was even
possible.
Not with
my own
eyes...

…but when that Rhund warrior
smashed the datasphere over my
head, its hard drive downloaded
directly into my brain.

The Spider King
is no ordinary
conqueror.

The scale
of its power and
ambition is unlike
anything that
this world has
ever seen.

So now
I know more
than I wish
to.

its name is
Slarpax.
it is a
parasite
from
it spreads
beyond the
itself like a
stars.
disease, taking
the flesh and
minds of
others...
...and
transforms them
into armies, bound
by a single hive
consciousness.
For
thousands of
years, it has
sewn a web of
destruction
across the
stars.

it was eventually
defeated in battle
by the D’Givani and
stripped of its
host body.

I understood
none of that.

They were
supposed to
throw it into the
sun, but a meteor
shower crashed
their fleet into
our planet.

What’s a
planet?

You’re
speaking in the
same tongues as
this strange
child.
Excuse
you!

His
name is
Frodi.

...and he
hails from
the same
faraway
place.

I don’t
care where
they’ve
traveled
from.

Mhord.
Sveni. Will
you follow
me into battle
one last
time?

if this
king shares
Aarek’s flesh,
he’ll die
inside it.

You are
my nephew and
my king. I would
follow you into
the gaping maw
of Nifelheim.
Or the
web of a
spider.

Then it’s
time for
war.

Do what
you can to
keep the horde
at bay. Sigmund
and I will clear
a path to the
castle.

I’m going
to find Sigrid,
and then Aarek
is going to
D--

